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Why did you come here?

Sun Myung Moon
August 24, 2011
Hoon Dok Hae
Cheon Jeong Gung on 7.25 by the H.C

Note: These notes are taken by Professor Teg Yong O posted on the web page Unificationism This translation
cannot be published as definitive texts and should never be used in the future as an “official” publication of True
Father’s words However, they do provide a good idea of the “spirit” of the message – Rev Katsumi Kambashi

“There are many people here who do not know why I brought you here and why you came here Why did you
come here? You must know you cannot accomplish what I tell you to do if you do not know why you are here You
should not think everything is Rev Moon’s responsibility There is a term ‘portion of responsibility’ in the Divine
Principle.”

“It is only Rev Moon that teaches the God of Night and the God of Day I have been teaching this in the past one
year and half (You must learn) through the ODP what God’s incorporeal attributes are, which have been hidden
There are three stages: Explanation of the Principle, Exposition of the Principle), and Education on the Origin of
the Principle.”

“Before the fall, was there a concept of east, west, north and south? Tell me what you think There are so many
kinds of people here and I am here to inquire what kind of light color you are (giving off by) reflecting (God’s
love)? Yellow, white, red or black? You have your own color.”

“Hyo Yul (Peter Kim)! What did Chang Shik Yang say?

Peter Kim: ‘He said he would make his utmost efforts to bring (Christian leaders) to Korea.’

Father: It’s his responsibility, not mine.”

“Korea has no other way to go if she does not follow me Do you know that I unified the spirit world and at this
place we are now attending to God with the entire spirit world? “The God of Night cannot multiply.”

“(Are you here) to become Rev Moon’s sons and daughters, disciples, friends, servants or thieves?”

“Say ‘Moon Gi Ban.’ (‘Moon Gi Ban’) Ban Gi Moon (Ban Ki Moon is the secretary general of UN) is Moon Gi Ban,
which means Rev Moon’s foundation (Katsumi: Giban means foundation or base) Where is he? He cannot come
to me because he is scared of me CIA, FBI and Japanese yakuza too Why? They do not know more than 70 %
about me.”

“Nigeria means I understand now. It means ‘I understand now that the younger won.’ Its land is bigger than
Korea by 44 times, which is beyond the number 43, but it has no owner.”
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